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typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1910 Excerpt: ... good judgment in replacing the womb without injury. First of all,
place the cow with the forequarters about a foot lower than the hind ones and spread a clean sheet or towel that has been dipped in one
part carbolic acid and fifty parts water or one part corrosive sublimate and one thousand parts tepid water. Clean the everted portion and
hind parts of the cow by pouring on either of these preparations. The uterus should be supported with this sheet or towel, an assistant
holding each end while the veterinarian or dairyman gently returns the parts to their normal place. Apply a surcingle snugly around the
body at the flank, put two or three stitches in upper portion of vulva and keep her in the position I have suggested and also keep her from
straining by giving her one‐ounce doses of chloral hydrate and two‐dram doses of fluid extract belladonna, or four‐dram doses of fluid
extract of opium, every five or six hours or as often as necessary to keep her quiet. Dissolve two ounces of sugar of lead and one ounce of
carbolic acid in a gallon of water and wash out the vagina through a rubber hose with a funnel at the end, twice a day. Give her good care
and plenty of nourishing food that is not too bulky. Now just a word of caution: Be very careful not to puncture a hole in the uterus or
lacerate it. Be sure to have no sharp finger nails or dirty hands when you return the parts. Be sure that she has recovered before you allow
her to run around or lie down with the hind parts too low. CESAREAN OPERATION.‐‐This is an operation whereby the calf is taken through
the side of the cow. It is sometimes desirable to perform this operation in case of accident to the cow or mare, especially if they are
thoroughbreds, for the purpose of saving their produce besides, in di...
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